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Why Have a Heritage Policy within the
Neighbourhood Development Plan?
• Blisland’s current historic environment has been created
through an evolving process of change that began several
thousand years ago
• Any future development, which will be informed &
determined through the adopted Neighbourhood
Development Plan, needs to be sympathetic to the Parish’s
historic environment & should enhance its historic identity,
character & distinctiveness
• Conservation of the Parish’s historic environment needs to
recognise the preservation of its inherent special architectural
& historic interest in relation to the wider Parish’s
sustainability as a working & living community

Why Have a Heritage Policy Within the
Neighbourhood Development Plan Two?
• More than this the July 2019 Parish Survey showed that a high
%age of the Parish greatly valued the heritage infrastructure of the
settlement centred around the Green & the Church, witness

The Different Types of Heritage Asset
• There are two differing types of Heritage Asset; Designated &
Non Designated
• All Heritage Assets, whether Designated or Not have ‘significance’
but varying degrees of ‘importance’
• Designated Heritage Assets, such as the Grade One Listed Church
are fully identified, described & recorded by Historic England;
they have a range of statutory protection & are generally well
protected against inappropriate change or development
• Non Designated Heritage Assets are not so well protected, not
least because they are not included in a statutory record
• Outside of the settlement there are many non designated
heritage & archaeological sites; the NDP will require any future
development proposals to identify & record these within the
planning application through a Heritage Impact Assessment

The Role of the Heritage Impact
Assessment
• The Heritage Impact Assessment plays a key role in
– Establishing the effect of any proposed development on the
historic environment of the Parish
– Ensuring the any Non Designated Heritage Assets identified in
preparing a development proposal are recorded in the
County’s historical record

The Way Designated Heritage Assets are
Graded in Terms of their Importance
• Grade One buildings are of exceptional interest,
nationally only 2.5% of listed buildings are Grade One
• Grade Two Star buildings are particularly important
buildings of more than special interest; 5.8% of listed
buildings are Grade Two Star
• Grade Two buildings are of special interest; 91.7% of
all listed buildings are Grade Two

The Parish of Blisland has one Grade One building, four
Grade Two Star & 96 Grade Two; a significant number of
historical buildings for a parish with a population of just
over 600

The Way in Which Heritage Assets are Managed
• Where there are a number of Heritage Assets located in
the same place they are often managed through the
designation of a Conservation Area
• Cornwall has 146 Conservation Areas across the County,
second only to Wiltshire in England
• The Blisland Conservation Area was designated in 1997
• It consists of one of the most important clusters of
historic buildings in Cornwall & forms a most pleasing
Historic infrastructure
• The 2019 Parish Survey showed that the Blisland
Conservation Area was highly valued by the Parish

Core Aims of the NDP’s Heritage Policy
• The overarching objective of the NDP’s
Heritage Policy is to reflect modern
conservation principles in the maintenance &
preservation of the Parish’s Heritage Assets &
Historic Environment for future generations
• To ensure that future development enhances
the character & reflects the local
distinctiveness of the Parish whilst protecting
it’s historic environment

Evidence of the Special Historical Characteristics
of Blisland
• All proposals for future development
should reflect the evidence of the special
characteristics of the Parish
• This evidence is contained in
– The Blisland Conservation Area
Appraisal (BCAA)
– The Blisland Conservation Area
Management Plan (BCAMP)
– Historic England Listed Building &
Scheduled Ancient Monument Lists
– The Cornwall Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty Management Plan
– The Cornwall & Scilly Historic
Environment Record

Recognition of the Special Historical
Characteristics of Blisland
• In addition to the physical evidence there should be an
understanding & an awareness of the infrastructure that
forms the Local Historical Distinctiveness of the Parish
• The origins of this go back through, and have been created by,
some 10,000 years of human occupation & agrarian activity
• The Parish’s landscape is rich in prehistoric remains
• The core village settlement has Saxon and later Norman
origins
• It is based on an overall homogeneity of construction, granite
walls, slate roofs & usually two stories high
• The hedges define a parish field structure dating from
medieval times

Blisland Parish - A Sense of Place
• All of these come together to form a powerful sense of place
that carries a distinctiveness particular to Blisland
• The July 2019 Parish survey showed how much this is valued by
the Community
• Future development should be able to demonstrate how these
essential characteristics have been assessed within the proposal
• And how these locally distinct historical characteristics have
been translated into any future proposed designs

The Blisland Conservation Area
• This map shows the Conservation Area in pink set against the extent of
the Settlement’s existing development.

Blisland Conservation Area Two
• Quite small in area terms it is centred around the Village
Green & the Grade One Listed Church
• It is close to unique in Cornwall in being a Saxon rather than a
Celtic infrastructure
• The Blisland Conservation Area Appraisal & the Blisland
Conservation Area Management Plan provide a clear
statement of the settlement’s Special Interest, Local Identity
and Historical Distinctiveness

Blisland Conservation Area Three

• Over the last three decades since designation the
pressure on the CA has significantly increased
• Minor alterations can have a cumulative & adverse
effect on the integrity of Blisland’s historic environment;
one example would be inappropriately ‘modern’ street
furniture; another being equally modern alteration to
the traditional fingerpost directional signs
• Important that the principles of the Cornwall Design
Guide, the Blisland Design Guide, the BCAA & the
BCAMP are followed in relation to any change to the
Conservation Area or its Setting
• The BCAMP, originally adopted in 2007, is being updated
to reflect the increased pressure being placed on the
Conservation Area

Blisland Conservation Area Four
• The important historical
infrastructure within the CA could
be put at risk by small changes that
do not normally require planning
consent
• Consequently the NDP will ensure
that any modern development
within or affecting the setting of
the CA will have a Planning
Condition that witholds Permitted
Development Rights, thus giving
the community, through the Parish
Council & the planning process,
more control over ‘change’ to the
CA

Heritage Assets Within the Blisland CA
• The principal historical building is the Grade One Listed
Church of St Protus & St Hyacinth; of Saxon origins & a
Norman building it is of National importance & there
are 5 Grade Two Listed Crosses & Oratories within the
Churchyard
• The Grade Two Star Mansion House situated on the
Eastern side of the Green is of mid 15th Century origins;
it is the most important Building within the CA after the
Church
• There are a further 18 Grade Two Listed Buildings,
Monuments & Structures within the CA clustered
around the Green & the Church

The Historical Environment Outside the
Settlement

• Overall the Parish is rich in heritage assets; they play an important
role in adding value to Cornwall’s Tourism Industry
• Outside of the CA development should contribute to the ‘sense of
place’ & reflect the local distinctiveness of the wider Parish
• Development should use vernacular local materials
• Outside of the Settlement some 80% of the Parish by area is within
the Bodmin Moor AONB; the balance is an Area of Great
Landscape Value, reinforcing the importance of the Parish’s
landscape

The Historical Environment Outside of
the Settlement Two
• The considerable area of the Parish has a varied &
significant number of heritage assets & archaeology
sites
• Non Designated Heritage Assets are a broad issue in a
Parish the geographical size of Blisland
• The numbers of NDHA involved makes it difficult to
identify & catalogue all the non designated historic sites
within the Parish
• Consequently the NDP will require any development
proposal that will affect any of the Parish’s Heritage
Assets to include a Heritage Impact Assessment

Heritage Assets Outside the Blisland CA
Outside of the BCA there are three further Grade Two
Star Listed Buildings
– The Church of St Catherine within the
settlement of Temple is of late 12th
Century or early 13th origins; it is the
most important historical building
within the Parish outside of the
settlement of Blisland
– Trewardale between the Settlement &
the Bodmin to Launceston Highway;
there are several additional Listed
Buildings within the grounds
– Lavethan Manor to the SE of the
settlement is of early to mid 16th
century origins; there are five separate
Grade Two Listed Buildings & Structures
within the grounds

Heritage Assets Outside the Blisland CA Two
• There are a further 78 Grade Two Listed Buildings, Monuments
and Structures within the Parish outside of the Conservation Area

Particular Considerations Outside of
the Settlement

• There are two areas outside the settlement that
deserve special consideration
• The isolated farmsteads on the approaches to
the granite uplands are invariably of ancient
origin, are potentially important & are often
undocumented
• Secondly the element of Cornish distinctiveness
that is exhibited within the wider historic
environment of the Parish and which is
specifically inherent in the NDHAs throughout
the Parish

The Relationship between Future
Development & the Historic Environment
• The overarching aim of National Planning Policy, which is
made specific to Cornwall through the adopted Cornwall Local
Plan and is further refined to be specific to our Parish thru the
NDP, is to achieve ‘sustainable development’
In broad terms ‘sustainable development’ means
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.“

• The current historic environment of our Parish has been
created by evolving change over the last more than 2000
years; it is a precious & irreplaceable resource
• Future development should be informed by & respond to the
historic environment of the Parish; & should act as a catalyst
to enhance Blisland’s sense of place & to reinforce the Parish’s
local character and distinctiveness

The Use of Design Guides
• The new Cornwall Design Guide
indicates how development
proposals can contribute to the
Local Distinctiveness of individual
areas of Cornwall
• The Parish Council has produced,
as part of the NDP process, a
Design Guide that takes the
principles contained in the
Cornwall Design Guide and makes
them, by reflecting our Parish’s
Local Distinctiveness, specific to
Blisland
• This should help developers match
the historic, physical & social
patterns that exist in Blisland &
thus contribute to the Sustainable
Development of the Parish

The Way in Which Future Development
should respect the Historic Environment
• Future Development in the Parish will thus only be permitted
if it protects, conserves & where appropriate enhances
Designated and Non Designated Heritage Assets & their
Setting
• Any development that will affect the Parish’s Heritage Assets
or their Setting must include an Heritage Impact Assessment
within the proposal
• The HIA must articulate the significance of the HA and the
capacity of the asset to accommodate change
• The HIA should clearly set out the potential impact of specific
development proposals on that significance
• Use that understanding to inform the design process to reflect
the need to protect, conserve & enhance the HA
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